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Abstract. Hand gesture recognition is recently becoming one of the
most attractive field of research in Pattern Recognition. In this paper,
a skeleton-based approach is proposed for 3D hand gesture recognition.
Specifically, we consider the sequential data of hand geometric config-
uration to capture the hand shape variation, and explore the temporal
character of hand motion. 3D Hand gesture are represented as a set of rel-
evant spatiotemporal motion trajectories of hand-parts in an Euclidean
space. Trajectories are then interpreted as elements lying on Riemannian
manifold of shape space to capture their shape variations and achieve
gesture recognition using a linear SVM classifier.
The proposed approach is evaluated on a challenging hand gesture dataset
containing 14 gestures, performed by 20 participants performing the same
gesture with two di↵erent numbers of fingers. Experimental results show
that our skeleton-based approach consistently achieves superior perfor-
mance over a depth-based approach.

Keywords: Gesture recognition, Riemaniann Manifold, Hand skeleton,
Depth image

1 Introduction

Among other human body parts, the hand is the most e↵ective interaction tool
in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) applications. The essential types of sen-
sors used to capture the hand gesture are multi-touch screen sensors, motion
capture magnetic sensors and vision based sensors. Being less cumbersome and
uncomfortable, without contact with the user, vision based sensors have some
advantages compared to the other sensors.

Recently, thanks to the advance in information technologies, e↵ective and
inexpensive depth sensors, like Microsoft Kinect or Intel RealSense, are increas-
ingly used in the domain of computer vision. The development of theses sensors
has brought new opportunities for the hand gesture recognition area. Compared
to 2D cameras, these sensors are more robust to common low-level issues in RGB
imagery like background subtraction and light variation.

3D Hand gesture recognition is becoming a central key for di↵erent applica-
tion domains such as virtual game controller, sign language recognition, daily
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assistance, palm verification, gaming and the emerging human-robot interac-
tion. Consequently, the improvements in hand gesture interpretation can benefit
a wide area of research domains.

In this paper, we present a novel hand gesture recognition solution, where the
main advantage of our approach is the use of trajectories of a set of geometric
configurations, extracted from 3D hand joint coordinates. These later can be
returned by the Intel RealSense depth camera . Our ultimate goal is to develop
an approach to recognize a variety challenging of dynamic hand gestures without
needs to overly complex design of feature extraction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work. Section 3 describes feature extraction from hand-part motion trajectory
and the proposed learning algorithm on a Riemannian manifold. Section 4 in-
troduces our new dynamic hand gesture dataset and discusses the experimental
results of proposed approach. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The interest in hand gesture recognition has increased in the past few years,
motivated by the recent advances in acquisition technologies and the increase of
societal needs in terms of multimedia and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
applications. The hand gesture recognition is a challenging topic due to the
hand motion’s complexity and diversity. We reviewed in this section the earlier
works proposed for 3D hand gesture recognition, which can be divided into two
approaches: static and dynamic.

Static approaches Mostly, 3D depth information can be used here to extract
hand silhouettes or simply hand area and the focus will be on the feature ex-
traction from segmented hand region. Features are usually based a global infor-
mation as proposed by Kuznetsova et al. [1], where an ensemble of histograms
is computed on random points in the hand point cloud. Other local descrip-
tors are expressed as the distribution of points in the divided hand region into
cells [2]. Instead of using the distribution of points in the region of the hand,
Ren et al. [3] represented the hand shape as time-series curve and use distance
metric called Finger-Earth Mover Distance to distinguish hand gestures from
collected dataset of 10 di↵erent gestures. The time-series curve representation
is also used by Cheng et al. [4], to generate a fingerlet ensemble representing
the hand gesture. Sign language recognition with hand gestures has been widely
investigated. Pugeault and Bowden [5] proposed a method using Gabor filter
for hand shape representation and a Random Forest for gesture classification.
They applied their method on a collected ASL Finger Spelling dataset, con-
taining 48.000 samples of RGB-D images labelled following 24 static gestures of
the American Sign Language. Recently, Dong et al. [6] outperformed the previ-
ous results on this database by going more deeply into the hand representation.
They proposed a hierarchical mode-seeking method to localize hand joint posi-
tions under kinematic constraints, segmenting the hand region into 11 natural
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parts (one for the palm and two for each finger). A Random Forest classifier is
then built to recognize ASL signs using a feature vector of joint angles. Finally,
Marin et al. [7] released a publicly database of 10 static hand gestures giving
the depth image from a Kinect but also information about the hand using the
hand pose recognition device LeapMotion. They also proposed a classification
algorithm using fingertips distances, angles and elevations and also curvature
and correlation features on the depth map.

Dynamic approaches Instead of relying on hand description on a single im-
age, we exploit here the temporal character of hand motion, by considering the
gesture as a sequence of hand shape. Kurakin et al. [8] presented the MSR-3D
hand gesture database containing 12 dynamic American Sign Language. They
recorded 360 sequences of depth images from a Kinect. Their recognition al-
gorithm is based on a hand depth cell occupancy and a silhouette descriptor.
They used an action graph to represent the dynamic part of the gesture. Using a
histogram of 3D facets to encode 3D hand shape information from depth maps,
Zhang et al. [9] outperformed the last results using a dynamic programming-
based temporal segmentation. One of the track of the Chalearn 2014 [10] was
to use a multimodal database of 4,000 gestures drawn from a vocabulary of 20
dynamic Italian sign gesture categories. They provided sequences of depth im-
ages of the whole human body and body skeletons. On this database, Monnier et
al. [11] employ both body skeleton-based and Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) features on the depth around the hand to perform a gesture classification
using a boosted cascade classifier. Recently, the use of deep learning has change
the paradigm of many research field in computer vision. Recognition algorithms
using specific neural network, like Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet),
obtain previously unattainable performance in many research field. Still on the
Chalearn 2014 [10], Neverova et al. [12] use stacked ConvNets on raw intensity
and depth sequences around the hand and neural network on body skeletons.
Recently, Ohn-Bar and Trivedi [13] made a publicly available database of 19 ges-
tures performed in a car using the Kinect camera. The initial resolution obtained
by such a sensor is 640x480 and the final region of interest is 115x250. Moreover,
at some distance from the camera, the resulting depth is very noisy, making
the challenge of gesture recognition tougher. They reported the accuracy results
using several known features (HOG, HOG3D, HOG2) for gesture recognition.

This brief review highlights mainly the lack of publicly available skeleton-
based dynamic hand gesture datasets for benchmarking, and progress to do to
improve hand pose estimation using recent depth captures and approaches. In
this context, very recently we have proposed a new public 3D hand gesture
dataset [14], challenging in terms of gesture types and performing manner.

3 Approach

To express temporal character of hand gesture, our approach describes a motion
trajectory of gesture as an element lying on a Riemannian manifold. A mani-
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fold representation of gesture sequence can provide discriminating structure for
dynamic gesture recognition. This leads to manifold-based analysis, which has
been successfully used in many computer vision applications such as visual track-
ing [15] and action recognition in 2D video [16, 17] or 3D video [18, 19]. Such a
representation allows to develop an e↵ective machine learning process using some
statistical properties of the manifold.

Generally, the motion trajectory-based approaches considers the sequential
data of the movement and explores its temporal aspect of motion. To formulate
trajectory features, hand positions, velocity, acceleration are the mostly used in
the literature.

Besides, many approaches have been recently proposed to exploit a Rieman-
nian manifold representation of feature data extracted from human pose and
motion. Slama et al. [20] represent the 3D human body shape as a collection of
geodesic 3D curves extracted from the body surface. The curves in R3 space are
viewed as a point in the shape space of open curves, where an elastic metric can
be calculated to estimate the similarity. Devanne et al. [19] extend this idea to
represent a spatiotemporal motion characterized by full human skeleton trajec-
tory. These motion trajectories are extracted from 3D joints and expressed in
R60. The action recognition is performed using a K-NN classifier using geodesic
distances obtained an open curve shape space.

Inspired by these approaches, we model in this work the dynamics of hand-
part motion trajectories using shape analysis on a such manifold. The dynamic
of the hand is then modeled as trajectories of nine n-tuples of joints according
to the hand geometric shape and its cinematic.

3.1 Gesture space trajectories

The Software Development Kit (SDK) released for Intel RealSense F200 provides
a full 3D skeleton of the hand corresponding to 22 joints. The real-world 3D
position of each joint J is represented by three coordinates expressed in the
camera reference system Ji(t) = (xi(t), yi(t), zi(t)) for each frame t of a sequence.

We choose to represent the hand pose as a collection of nine 5-tuples of joints
according to the hand geometric structure, shown in Figure 1. The dynamic of
the gesture is then analyzed and the temporal evolution of these tuples expressed
as feature matrices. For a gesture sequence composed of N frames, columns in
these matrices are regarded as a sample of a continuous trajectory in R15N .

Practically, for each gesture sequences, motion trajectories are extracted as
time-series of a set of tuples of joints according to the hand physical structure.
Tuples are formed as a combinations of 3D finger joints and the relevant ones
are selected. Each trajectory is then interpreted as a point on a Riemannian
manifold, to allow in the first time the analysis of its shape and then to perform
gesture recognition using the geometry of this manifold.

On the Riemannian manifold, each trajectory is characterized by a curve in
Rn and can be represented as � : I ! Rn, with I = [0, 1]. The shape of � is math-
ematically represented through the square-root-velocity function (SRVF) [21],
denoted by q(t) = �̇(t)/k�̇(t)k.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of hand-part trajectory configuration. A 5-tuple are constructed
using the thumb joints in R3. The temporal evolution of these tuples over N frames is
concatenated, resulting in feature matrices of size 15 ⇤N , where columns are regarded
as a sample of a continuous trajectory in RN .

The set of all unit-length curves in Rn is given by C = {q : I ! Rn, kqk =
1} ⇢ L2(I,Rn), with k.k indicating the L2 norm. With the L2 metric on its
tangent space, C becomes a Riemannian manifold.

Since elements of C have a unit L2 norm, C is a hyper-sphere in the Hilbert
space L2(I,Rn) and the distance between two elements q1 and q2 is defined as
dC(q1, q2) = cos�1(hq1, q2i) Such distance represents the similarity between the
shape of two curves in Rn. Basically, it quantifies the amount of deformation
between two shapes.

3.2 Notion of average gesture

The Karcher mean is the intrinsic means which are defined as the point with
minimal sum-of-squared distances to the data:

µ = argmin
nX

i=1

dC(µ, qi)
2 . (1)

Where dC is the similarity metric between two elements on the manifold, know-
ing that a Riemannian metric on a manifold is an inner product in the Euclidean
space that locally approximates the manifold at each point, which called tangent
space. The exponential map (TµS ! S) and inverse mapping, known as loga-
rithmic map, (S ! TµS) are a pair of operators mapping between the manifold
S and the tangent space at µ:

expµ(v) = exp(log(µ) + v) = Q; . (2)

logµ(Q) = log(Q)� log(µ) = v; . (3)

where v 2 TµS is the tangent vector whose projected point on the manifold is
Q.
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For each gesture class k of the training data, a base element µk is computed
as the center of mass of all elements of the class k, where an inner product
can be defined in the associated tangent space. Karcher mean algorithm can
be employed here for the computation of the center of mass [22]. For sample
gesture elements belong to a same class, we can assume that they lie in a small
neighborhood, where the exponential map can be defined correctly.

3.3 Learning on the manifold

The basic idea is to apply one-versus-all mapping given in Eq. 3 under the log-
Euclidean metric, that maps manifold elements onto tangent spaces associated to
all gesture classes. This incorporates an implicitly release properties in relation
to all class clusters in the training data, and constitutes an ordered list of mapped
tangent vectors representing the proximity of a gesture to all existing classes.
The final representation of each gesture element is obtained by concatenating
local coordinates in tangent spaces associated with di↵erent classes, and provides
the input of a classifier algorithm. Slama et al. [19] proved that that training
a linear SVM classifier over a representation of points provided by Grassmann
manifold is more appropriate than the use of SVM with classical Kernel, like
RBF, on original points on the manifold.

In our approach, we train a linear SVM on the obtained representation of
points originally correspond to a set of joint trajectory in gesture space. We
use a multi-class SVM classifier from the LibSVM library [23], where a penalty
parameter C is tuned using a 5-fold cross-validation on the training dataset.

4 Experimental results

First, we present briefly the depth and skeleton-based dynamic hand gesture
(DHG) dataset . Secondly, we analyze the impact of several sets of joints on the
classification process and then conduct several tests of our approach presented
int Section refsec:approach using respectively 14 and 28 di↵erent gesture classes.
We finally compare our approach to recent skeleton-based approach presented
in [14], and also to other existing depth-based approaches like HON4D [24] and
HOG2 [25].

4.1 Dynamic Hand Gesture dataset

In order to study these challenges, a RGB-D dataset (DHG 3) was collected.
It provides sequences of hand skeleton in addition to the depth image. Such a
dataset facilitates the analysis of hand gestures and open new scientific axes to
consider.

The DHG dataset contains 14 gestures performed in two ways: using one
finger and the whole hand (an example is shown in Figure 2). Each gesture is

3 http://www-rech.telecom-lille.fr/DHGdataset
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performed 5 times by 20 participants in 2 ways, resulting in 2800 sequences. To
increasing the challenges facing the recognition algorithm, we divide the gesture
sequences in two categories: coarse-grained (Tap ”T”, Swipe Right ”S-R”, Swipe
Left ”S-L”, Swipe Up ”S-U”, Swipe Down ”S-D”, Swipe X ”S-X”, Swipe V ”S-
V”, Swipe + ”S-+”, Shake ”Sh”) and fine-grained gestures (Grab ”G”, Expand
”E”, Pinch ”P”, Rotation CW ”R-CW”, Rotation CCW ”R-CCW”).

Fig. 2. Dynamic Swip gesture performed (a) with one finger and (b) with the whole
hand.

Sequences are labelled following their gesture, the number of fingers used,
the performer and the trial. Each frame contains a depth image, the coordinates
of 22 joints both in the 2D depth image space and in the 3D world space forming
a full hand skeleton. The Intel RealSense short range depth camera is used to
collect our dataset. The depth images and hand skeletons were captured at 30
frames per second, with a 640x480 resolution of the depth image. The length
of sample gesture ranges goes from 20 to 50 frames. The Software Development
Kit (SDK) released for Intel RealSense F200 provides a full 3D skeleton of the
hand corresponding to 22 joints labelled as shown in Figure 3. However, the
sensor stills has trouble to properly recognize the skeleton when the hand is
closed, perpendicular to the camera, without a well initialization or when the
user performs a quick gesture. The reader is referred to [14] for a more details
about DHG dataset.

4.2 Gesture recognition

We evaluate our approach for hand gesture recognition in two cases, by con-
sidering 14 and 28 classes of gestures, thus taking account of the number of
fingers used. Then, a comparison analysis on depth-vs-skeleton based descrip-
tors is presented. For all following experiments, we use a leave-one-subject-out
cross-validation protocol to evaluate our approach.

Choices of relevant set of joints The hand pose is represented as a collection
of nine 5-tuple of joints. Five of these 5-tuples are constructed with the 4 joints
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Fig. 3. Depth and hand skeleton of the DHG dataset. The 22 joints of the hand skeleton
returned by the Intel RealSense camera. The joints include: 1 for the center of the
palm, 1 for the position of the wrist and 4 joints for each finger represent the tip, the
2 articulations and the base. All joints are represented in R3.

of each finger in addition to the palm one. The 4 remaining concern the 5 tips,
the 5 first articulations, the 5 second articulations and the 5 bases. Notice that
the points of each tuple follows the same order (see 1).

Before all tests, we analyze the redundancy and the impact of each tuple (set
of joints) on the hand gesture recognition process. To do this, our approach is re-
peated for each set of joints separately. The Table 1 presents the obtained results
of our approach by considering the trajectory of each set of joints independently
and also combining them by simple concatenation.

# of the set Joints in the set Accuracy

1 4 Thumb’s joint + palm joint 0.69
2 4 Index’s joint + palm joint 0.75
3 4 Middle’s joint + palm joint 0.71
4 4 Ring’s joint + palm joint 0.69
5 4 Pinky’s joint + palm joint 0.70
6 Tip of every fingers 0.79
7 First articulation of every fingers 0.78
8 Second articulation of every fingers 0.76
9 Base articulation of every fingers 0.69
10 combination of all sets 0.828
11 combination of set 1+2+7 0.825

Table 1. The list of all tuple configurations from five joints, tested in our approach.
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Fig. 4. The confusion matrix obtained by the proposed approach on DHG for 14 gesture
classes.

According to the gesture motion, tuple trajectories exhibit di↵erent perfor-
mance and some ones are more e�cient to describe the dynamic of gesture shape.
We first notice that best result is obtained using the set #6 as it gives the most
information about the general hand shape. If their result are a bit lower, the set
#7 and #8 as the same form that the later. They also carry the general hand
shape leading to redundant information.

For hand fine-grained gesture as Expands or Rotations, the set #1 and #2
are primordial as the thumb and the index are the most relevant and used fingers
for them.

14 gestures classes Experimental tests performed on all combinations show
that adding more set of joints increase considerably the size of our final descrip-
tor, making the feature extraction and classification step much longer. However,
using only 3 sets, which divide the size of our descriptor by 3, decreases the
accuracy only by 0.3% . The confusion matrix obtained by our approach using
the selected combination is illustrated in Figure 4.

The accuracy of our approach when considering 14 gesture classes is 82.5%
(more than 90% for only the coarse gestures and 68% for the fine ones).

28 gestures classes To increase the challenge of the gesture recognition, we
take into consideration not only the gesture but also the way it have been per-
formed, i.e. with one finger or the whole hand. In this case, we consider the
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Fig. 5. The confusion matrix obtained by the proposed approach on DHG for 28 gesture
classes.

sequences of the DHG dataset as belonging to 28 classes. The obtained confu-
sion matrix is shown in Figure 5.

To analyze these results, let see the example of R-CW gesture; we obtained
an accuracy of 81% when considering 14 classes. However, a loss of accuracy of
more than 14% is observed when considering 28 classes (65% with one finger
and 68% with the whole hand). More loss of accuracy can be observed for S-R,
S-U and S-H gestures.

The decreased accuracy of 68.11% obtained in this case due to the intra-
gestures confusion. This can be explained by the limitation of part-hand trajec-
tory to discriminate gesture motions when performing with one or more fingers.

Comparing to existing approaches We compare our approach to a recent
skeleton-based approach presented in [14], and also to other existing depth-based
approaches like HON4D [24] and HOG2 [25].

In the absence of any other dynamic gesture dataset providing hand joints, we
propose to compare our approach to a recent skeleton-based approach presented
in [14], and also to other existing depth-based approaches: HON4D [24] and
HOG2 [25]. As shown in Table 2, skeleton-based approaches outperform overly
depth-based approaches. We note here that the two last descriptors are computed
on cropped hand zone motion on the image, which can be considered as drawback
of depth based approach and without it the rate are very low.

We can also observed that our descriptor achieves a comparable accuracy to
the SoCJ+HoHD+HoWR combined descriptors for 14 gesture classes. However,
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Approach 14 gesture classes 28 gesture classes

HON4D [24] 75.53% 74.03%
HOG2 [25] 80.85% 76.53%

SoCJ+HoHD+HoWR [14] 83.00% 79.14%
Our approach 82.50% 68.11%

Table 2. Accuracies of approach to recognize 14 and 28 gesture classes on the DHG
dataset, compared to a skeleton-based approach (SoCJ+HoHD+HoWR) [14], and two
depth-based approaches: HON4D [24] and HOG2 [25].

it fails for 28 gesture classes due to the the limitation of that hand-part tra-
jectories to distinguish between gestures performed with one and more fingers.
Indeed, the intra-gesture confusion when passing from 14 to 28 gesture classes
is more important in this work than that presented recently [14], as the later
include more complex hand shape description. Part of this confusion may be
related to the failing of the hand pose estimation algorithm used by the camera.
Using more e�cient pose estimator or improve the current skeleton could lead
to a better accuracy of our gesture recognition method.

5 Conclusion

An e↵ective approach with compact representation is proposed to recognize dy-
namic hand gesture as time-series of 3D hand joints returned by the Intel Re-
alSense depth camera. We extracted relevant hand-part trajectories to model
their dynamics by exploiting the geometric properties of Riemannian manifold
to express the motion character of gesture. Finally, recognition is achieved by in-
troducing an e�cient learning process on manifold elements. Experimental tests
of our proposed approach on challenging dataset, shows promising results with
high accuracies.

As future work, a combination of skeleton and depth based features could be
investigated, to face expected limitations and provide more informative descrip-
tion for more challenging contexts like hand-object interaction.
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